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Introduction
• For the first time since the Apollo era, NASA is planning on sending astronauts on flights
beyond LEO
– EM-1 will be unmanned and EM-2, carrying astronauts, will follow
• The long-term vision, showed in the next chart, includes establishing a deep space
gateway (DSG) and sending deep space transport (DST) to the Mars system
– Unlike the Apollo missions that were largely tracked by a dedicated ground network,
the Human Space Flight (HSF) planned missions will be tracked (at distances beyond
GEO) by the Deep Space Network (DSN), a network that mostly serves robotic
missions
• This presentation will discuss leveraging on the extensive experience DSN has with
support of deep space robotic missions, with their unique communications and
navigation needs
– And the needed adaption of the DSN and the Exploration missions to the
communications/navigation needs of missions that carry humans

Vision for Human Exploration of Space*

* From presentation to NASA Advisory Council, 3/28/2017
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Challenges
• Deep space operations introduces three challenges
– Communication: overcoming the space loss, proportional to distance squared
• Received power at Mars distance can be 5002 that at the Moon!
– Navigation: Complex Earth-based navigation
• There is no GPS out there!
– Latency: must account for round-trip-light-time
• Affects operations, moving from joy-stick to execution of sequences and
on-board autonomy
• Affects human communications: audio and video communications will
have to adapt to longer latencies

Communication
Overcoming the space loss, proportional to
distance squared

Overcoming Space Loss
• Space loss, in received power, is proportional to the distance squared
– Moon-to-LEO distance ratio is ~1000:1, space loss is ~1,000,000
– Mars-to-Moon distance ratio is ~500:1, space loss is ~ 250,000
• Solutions, with typical DSN values, to overcome space loss
– Large steerable antennas (34m or 70m in diameter)
– Sensitive ground receivers (cryogenic. Noise temperatures of <500K)
– High power transmitters (20 kW and higher)
– Higher frequencies (S-, X-, Ka-band and eventually optical)
– High performance modulation and coding
– Suitable operations concept
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Way Forward
• Communications approach would be based on two frequency bands
– Low data rate, at X-band
– High date rate at Ka-band or optical
• Leverage on the existing DSN antennas, transmitters, and cryogenic front ends
– With appropriate augmentations
• Leverage on the DSN operational experience
– 35-40 missions tracked every year
• Assure international interoperability
– Via CCSDS Standards

Navigation
Complex Earth-based navigation
There is no GPS out there!

Navigation Approach (1)
• GPS is available only close to Earth, e.g. in LEO
– A separate navigation infrastructure, based on radiometric measurements, is
needed for Lunar-and-beyond missions
– With perhaps optical terminal navigation
• The DSN has been providing high-precision radiometric measurements for
missions on a regular basis
– Doppler (1-way, 2-way and 3-way)
– Ranging (1-way, 2-way and 3-way)
– DDOR (Double Differencing of Range)
– Support products
• The high-precision products are supported by a high-precision frequency and
timing system
– E.g. Hydrogen Masers

Navigation Approach (2)
• Navigating Human missions will require some adjustments
– Navigation, in general, measures the spacecraft position/velocity and
extrapolates these forward in time, for as long as practical, based on a mission
model
– But for a mission carrying humans, the spacecraft is hard to model (aka it is a
“noisy” spacecraft) due to the unpredictable human activities and lifemaintaining operations (e.g. venting)
• Concept of operations will need to be adjusted accordingly
– E.g. How often to get radiometric measurements and when to conduct
trajectory correcting maneuvers
• Also need to augment spacecraft-spacecraft radiometric tracking to support
rendezvous and docking/berthing

Latency
Must account for round-trip-light-time (RTLT)
Affects operations, moving from joy-stick to
execution of sequences and on-board autonomy

RTLT Challenge
• At Moon distance, the RTLT is ~2.5 seconds
– Two-way audio or video conferencing is possible, but not as natural as an
equivalent conferencing with ISS
– Equipment can be operated remotely from Earth, in a joy-sticking
manner, with appropriate delays
• But at Mars distance, the RTLT can be 20 minutes or more, depending on
the relative location or Earth and Mars
– Near real-time two-way audio or video conferencing is not possible. One
way transmissions are possible
– Equipment cannot be operated remotely from Earth in a joy-sticking
manner. Onboard autonomy (machine or human) and or sequencing are
needed
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Concept of Operations Drivers
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Conclusions
• Sending humans to Moon and Mars distances introduces a number of
challenges to communications, navigation, and dealing with RTLT/Latency
• NASA and its international partners, have infrastructure and experience to
address these challenges
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